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Mike Sloman, Arvato
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Andrew Hall, Quantanite
Dara Hamill, Concentrix
Gareth Jones, Concentrix
Gary Slade, Teleperformance
Polly Ashdown, Webhelp
Keith Price, Sitel
Richard Knox, EC Outsourcing
Matt Sims, Alorica
Jules Little, ICON
Anthony Shillingford-Reed, Woven
Daniel Carpenter, OpsTalent
Marianne Withers, The Verity Centre

(Event date: 14th July 2022)

The BPO sector has always been
incredibly resilient, agile and
responsive to changing demands
and priorities of clients, whilst facing
local, regional, and global macro-
economic movements.

As the sector, and the those it
serves, emerges from the pandemic,
it faces its latest challenge of global
inflation, demand for cost reduction,
and with expectations that it will
continue to deliver high CX. 

For our Inaugural CXFO Industry
Council for the BPO and
Outsourcing sector, we invited
leading organisations to come
together for the first time, to
discuss these challenges and how
the industry and those within it can
best position itself to meet them.
These insights and sharing of best
practice will help to change the
future of delivery in the sector for all
stakeholders.

Below we have highlighted the key
topics which were discussed during
the roundtable event and the
thoughts of the attendees, as well as
any outcomes which have followed.



It is important that
BPO organisations
create relevance

for clients 

John Devlin (JD), Chief
Executive at Ascensos, agreed.
His clients are also struggling,
especially as pay rises make it
difficult to hire new contact
centre staff. 

JD’s solution to this is to work
differently. He suggested how
this might be done:

As the economic crisis has
created a massive opportunity,
he encouraged everyone in the
room to “think beyond the
contract” and consider a
“blended solution” in order to
maximise it while still providing
a good service to clients. 

In general, JD felt he was
growing more positive daily. He
has seen attrition reduce. 
He highlighted the importance
of staff exit interviews, speaking
to them about why they are
leaving. JD feels that now is a
great time to be in BPO. 

Matt Sims (MSi), President EMEA
at Alorica, also felt positively
about the BPO industry,
describing it as a “multi-billion-
dollar global entity.” He 

Q. What impact will
the current rate of
inflation have on
clients, costs, staff
and location
decisions?
William Carson (WC), Director of
Market Engagement at
Ascensos, opened the session
and posed the first question. He
added details of the issues the
BPO sector faces including 9%
inflation, 4% pay rises and 54%
energy cap – all predicted to
rise further.

WC invited Andrew Hall (AH),
Chief Commercial Officer at
Concentrix, to begin the
discussion. AH said that he is
seeing clients reach out to his
company for help, in response
to the inflation and attrition they
are seeing in both the UK and
the US. These client businesses
are really struggling. However,
his own business is favourably
placed to provide the support
client businesses need. Because
of this, his own business is doing
well. 

explained his vision for
delivering BPO in the current
climate, “I feel it is important
that BPO organisations create
relevance for clients, and
harness opportunities to create
what does not exist today.”

He commented that there
seems to be a huge amount of
rhetoric around digital
transformation and AI. However,
he feels that these are both just
dreams that people try to sell
but which don’t really exist. In
reality, the experience of the
end-user customer is that they
will chase results.

A problem businesses face is
the ‘war on talent’. This is
because there is too much
choice and too much price
pressure. The critical question
is, “how do we manage our
people?”. MSi felt that costs and
the bottom line are the most
important factors for BPOs and
their clients. 

He has seen interesting
opportunities in North and Sub-
Saharan Africa emerging, and is
particularly enthused by the 



Tech is great but it
isn’t the only answer.
It's not cheap and not

quick to deploy

JD noted that there are now
more options and more
solutions. His business has
accepted cost increases and he
has seen that his clients are
starting to accept them too. 

He noted that his business has
not gone offshore. He
highlighted that the economic
crisis is not just a UK issue, the
issue also exists in Eastern
Europe, where solutions are
hindered by political instability. 

It was also commented that
clients can’t just keep pushing
for low cost. At the moment,
often their only question is how
can we find a quick fix to bring
costs down? Tech is great but it
isn’t the only answer. It's not
cheap and not quick to deploy.

Jules Little (JL), New Business
Manager at ICON, is based in the
Czech Republic. He too reported
increasing costs and the need
to raise prices accordingly there
too. His clients accept this,
however, he felt that there were
other routes to saving money.
He knows that improving
performance and efficiency will
lead to cost savings, this
suggests to him that low prices
are not the only solution. 

availability and cost-
effectiveness of that market. In
addition, staff there are often
able to offer a multilingual
service. 

Graham Brown (GB), Chief
Revenue Officer at HGS, shared
the feeling that now is a great
time to be in BPO. However, he
felt that the rise in the cost of
living is raising more questions
than the BPO sector can answer. 

Commenting on the situation for
the public sector, he observed
that the government knows that
there is a crisis. The public
sector faces additional
challenges, namely that their
procurement is based on price
and must be delivered in the UK.
Do UK talents want to work in a
UK government call centre?
Unfortunately not. 

Another problem is that only
some public sector clients see
the importance of price.
GB felt that commercial
elements should drive public
sector decisions, in order to
deliver value for the taxpayer.
He summed up by saying that
the public sector needs to look
hard at procurement to be fair
to citizens and businesses alike. 

He has been working in
partnership with his clients to
find efficiencies. They also value
multilingual workers and have
raised prices in order to attract
the right talent. He highlighted
the importance of getting
clients to see the bigger picture. 

Anthony Shillingford-Reed
(ASR), Bid Manager at Woven,
observed that the BPO market is
down, suggesting that the
opportunities are not as glowing
as others have indicated. 

Polly Ashdown (PA), UK
Marketing Director at Webhelp,
questioned whether BPOs are
looking far enough into the
future. She felt there is a strong
need to educate the investment
community to enable them to
understand BPO. She
encouraged the group to
consider, “What do we give to
the wider business
community?” 

Mike Sloman (MSl), Director of
Business Development at
Arvato, highlighted the need to
be aware of market fluctuations.
His company is creating
contracts which include seven-
year inflation information in
order to give the right price. 



BPOs often say
'collaboration' but

instead we need to talk
about 'co-creation' too

issues. This has been
compounded by broken
promises relating to technology
and transformation too. 

Because the UK is so small,
everyone is trying to out-
compete each other. This
means that honesty is critically
important. MSl called for better
transparency across the BPO
industry. 

MSi felt that Capita’s actions in
circa 2010 had destroyed the
reputation of the BPO industry. 

WC agreed and highlighted the
need for honesty to be first and
foremost. 

Q. How can the
industry best
address these
challenges to
support all
stakeholders?

Richard Knox (RK), Director at
EC Outsourcing, agreed that
there is a strong need for
transparency at all levels. He felt
it was a shame that people can’t
see what is being sold to them.
He’s heard comments such as

MSl feels that inflation is being
discussed too late, especially as
there is a global recession on
the horizon (although he
stressed that he was not making
predictions). 

Dara Hamill (DH), Director
(EMEA) at Concentrix, said that
she was already thinking about
what would come next after
inflation. She is keen to show
clients what their journey might
be. She has heard many
companies talking about
transformation, but she feels
that more ‘blue-sky thinking’ is
needed for these talks to be
effective. 

She has seen value in talking
strategy with her clients and
finding out what is working now
to make it easy for clients to
outsource and find the solutions
they need. 

MSl responded by saying that
he feels there needs to be
honesty in transformation.
Transformation is not
necessarily the silver bullet
promised by some BPOs. 

He has seen BPOs promise low
prices and then not deliver on
them, which has led to trust

"I didn’t ask for this. You didn’t
listen to what I told you.” Clients
crave honesty. 

WC asked the group how they
would start an honest
conversation. 

ASR said he felt that, currently,
BPOs often say “collaboration”
but instead we need to talk
about “co-creation” too.

DH said that she didn’t feel
BPOs were asking the right
questions. Every customer
contact matters – we could all
do that, and we could all
educate our clients. She
acknowledged that it is not easy
to connect all the dots, but it is
possible. It’s important to push
those conversations forward.
She has seen this approach
work and reported that it
translates into better delivery in
the end. 

JD felt that price was still
important, but recognise your
value, commenting that clients
can always get the service
cheaper somewhere else. 

MSi felt that a partnership
approach was needed, as prices
are not going to go down. 



It was also commented that we
do, as a sector, in fact know the
answers, but we aren’t prepared
to go there. “Weve been having
the same conversations about
this for twenty years.“

GS, however, reported that he
has seen a change in the last
eighteen months. Technology
has advanced and created
solutions. But technology
cannot help when a client says,
“I’m 500 people short – help!”

The pandemic has had a huge
impact on working from home
(WFH). GS was proud of how
quickly his company had been
able to move to deliver remote
working. He felt they had gained
credibility, and demonstrated
agility, speed and resilience.
They were able to prove their
effectiveness. This
demonstration puts them in an
excellent position to move
forward. GS said, “this is the
time to strike.” 

There was disagreement over
the effectiveness of WFH.
Gareth Jones (GJ), Director of
Sales & Account Management
at Concentrix, described how a
massive company wanted to
offer WFH with office working
alongside. WFH was considered
a privilege. However, in every
metric, except sales, WFH was
more effective.

KG said that he had found the
opposite statistics from one of
his clients, where productivity
lowered with WFH. However, a 

Marianne Withers (MW), Chief
Executive Officer at The Verity
Centre, highlighted that some
companies make the mistake of
promising £16.50 per hour,
knowing it will be a loss leader.
This looks good on paper, but it
can backfire. 

Gary Slade (GS), CEO UK & RSA
at Teleperformance, responded,
explaining the rationale behind
loss leaders. Sometimes
companies are desperate and
have to work for a loss. This is
often because there is a change
issue. Companies need to be
prepared to spend money to
save money – they can’t just
pedal faster. 

To achieve the right results, it’s
important to work with the right
senior figureheads, and not just
the procurement department.
These are the decisions of the
bosses.

Keith Gait (KG), Leader of The
Customer Experience
Foundation (CXFO), commented
that the BPO industry is not
celebrated enough, and asked
the Council why they felt that
was.

Keith Price (KP), Regional Sales
Director (EMEA) at Sitel, noted
that BPOs often get negative
media coverage, and it can be
hard to change perceptions.
“We know where the challenges
are, but how do we change
minds? It’s important to
remember that people are
stakeholders too.” 

lowered with WFH. However, a
staff survey showed that staff
did not want to return to the
office either. 

KP saw the ability for the BPO
sector to move forward apace.
The danger is in sitting back and
doing nothing. 

DH felt that all the points others
had made came back to one
issue, which is ‘how to sell BPO’.
Her solution is that she never
calls it ‘BPO’ because she thinks
of it as customer experience.
She has noticed that when she
sells the experience, it works.
This could be the way to
improve perceptions of the
industry. 

AH commented that he’s heard
other people talk about
renaming too. For him, BPO is all
about outsourcing and the
argument really comes back to
integrity. If the BPO industry has
a reputation for poor integrity,
we’ve brought this problem on
ourselves. 

Coleen McCann (CM), Business
Development Director at HGS,
felt that renaming would just be
a different badge on the same
thing. However, she did feel that
there was a need to do things
differently, like educate clients
and ask them, “what does this
mean for you?”. It’s also
important to explain to clients
why they can’t have a UK call
centre for £16/hr.

If the BPO industry has a reputation
for poor integrity, we’ve brought this

problem on ourselves



larger breadth of capability and
value. KG asked whether this
phenomenon was driving
consolidation. DH thought
strongly that it was. Mergers will
happen simply because they
have to. 

WC felt that the market is
saying, “we do the things that
allow us to be where are our
customers are.” 

GB felt that success is all about
how many people you have.
BPOs are buying capability they
don’t have for themselves. It’s
important to change the
dynamic – BPOs don’t need to
be all about people, they can be
about technology as well.
MSi commented that he didn’t
believe that BPOs understand
how they can create ecosystem
value, end to end. ASR agreed
with MSi, observing that “clients
don’t trust you to get outside
your lane. “

KG felt that ASR had just
summed up the problem up. 

AH responded, saying that while
we pitch tech and
transformation, we end up with
bums on seats. DH disagreed,

WC commented that we all
have many objectives, even
though we share an industry. He
asked whether the industry is
getting better.

Dan Carpenter (DC),
Implementation Project
Manager at OpsTalent, felt that
many changes had stemmed
from the pandemic. He
observed that it is very hard to
wrestle with inflation. It is not
just employees who are
suffering because of inflation –
it is BPO leaders too. 

Q. How can, and
should, the BPO
sector lead the way
in delivering best-in-
class operations
across people,
technology,
channels and cost-
to-serve?
AH reported that he is seeing a
convergence of South African
companies and consultants. A
tender didn’t happen because
the client went directly to a
South African company with a

stressing the importance of
keeping discussions with clients
relevant in order to move the
BPO sector forward. WC,
responding to DH, observed that
we need to do a better job.
However, he stressed that you
can only say what people will
listen to. 

GB observed that the BPO
industry deals with problems
created by other people. Clients
want to be a unicorn, but in
reality, they’re a Shetland pony.
This makes it hard to generate
positive PR. 

AH wanted to see a change
from the top down. It’s
important to stop treating BPO
like “people on the telephone.” 

MSi observed that when BPO
gets into the media, it’s because
some businesses have managed
their people badly. This means
that the industry gets bad PR. 

KP observed that each of us
makes decisions based on our
businesses, but all our
businesses are different. 

While we
pitch tech and

transformation,
we end up with
bums on seats



Every BPO
business has

sticking points
and the

solutions are
not clear cut

Clients are struggling, but they
are looking to the BPOs for
solutions

Every BPO business has
sticking points and the
solutions are not clear cut

There is an opportunity work
differently, but this requires
trust, openness and
transparency

If the sector wants to be valued
and not seen as a cost
reduction model, it has to
develop more options and
more solutions

There needs to be honesty in
transformation and what, when
and how it can deliver

The industry needs to be better
at celebrating its success

Tech is not the only answer –
this remains fundamentally a
‘people’ business

Price will always be important,
but recognise the value

Closing points for the
discussions

Below is a bite-sized synopsis of
the outcomes from the roundtable
discussions…

Closing comments

KG gave a note of thanks. He
asked attendees to consider
what they want from CXFO as
the member body for the sector
so it provides it for you and
support your needs.

CM was enthusiastic. It had
been great to come together
and share ideas and identify
what BPOs can do collectively.

DH would like to see more of the
education behind everything
the group had talked about. She
observed that there was so
much talent that BPO leaders
were not tapping into. 

PA felt there was a need to
focus on values, and asked the
group to consider how BPOs
could make themselves
attractive to upcoming talent

WC concluded that every BPO
business has sticking points and
the solutions are not clear cut.
He welcomed the agreements
and disagreements around the
table.



A huge thank you to all the attendees



www.cxfo.org

The Customer Experience Foundation (CXFO) is proud to be the only
CX and CC organisation offering information, advice, and support

that is accessible to everyone.
 

We believe in a collaborative, supportive approach to improve CX as
a profession for those we ultimately serve, and we continue our

mission to make a difference.
 

We are run by CX practitioners, and our aim is to learn, understand,
share, and promote best practice across all areas of Customer

Experience and Contact Centres.


